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※ 문제지의 각 페이지가 모두 오후A형인지 확인 바랍니다.
※ 본 대학교 2021학년도 편입학모집 인문계열 필답고사는 총 6쪽 
60문항이며, 문항별 배점은 Part I이 각 2.8점, Part II가 각 3.8
점, Part III가 각 3.2점, Part IV가 각 2.8점, Part V가 각 4.2점
입니다. 
※ 오답감점제가 시행되며, 오답은 정답 배점의 1/4만큼 감점됩니
다. 무응답은 감점이 없습니다. 

※ 답안은 OMR 카드에 컴퓨터용 사인펜으로 표기하여야 합니다.

Part I. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 단어를 고르시
오. [1-10]

1. It would be utopian to suggest that we could totally     
              material want everywhere on the planet.
① incriminate ② exonerate
③ eliminate ④ implicate

2. No pessimist has ever discovered the secrets of  
unknown stars or sailed to a(n)              land.
① uncharted ② incorporated
③ subsequent ④ proprietary

3. An unreinforced masonry building is               to 
earthquakes.
① oblique ② vulnerable
③ suspensible ④ deprived

4. California’s native hunter-gatherers initially numbered 
about 200,000 in aggregate, but they were                  
into one hundred tribelets.
① variegated ② splintered
③ procrastinated ④ protracted

5. Many futurists predicted the "paper-less office," that is, 
that the computer would make paper              .
① versatile ② tentative
③ preliminary ④ obsolete

6. The fiction series was released first in the year 2008, 
and it has been praised by a          of readers, reaching 
26 million books in print by the time its movie was released.
① ramification ② surfeit
③ plethora ④ plot

7. The failure of the company to win the                  
contract signaled the beginning of its collapse.
① factitious ② inconsiderate
③ incompetent ④ lucrative 

8. He is credited for making the first phonograph and 
kinetoscope, an early               of the cameras used in 
the motion picture industry.
① precursor ② offspring
③ recluse ④ ascetic

9. Currently, the former athlete is refusing to renounce 
his party membership, claiming that he did not             
              his thesis.
① elongate ② deviate
③ plagiarize ④ penetrate 

10. This category does not include phishing, which tries to  
            fraud or theft by stealing account information. 
① reproach ② subtract 
③ perpetrate ④ perplex

Part II. 보기와 같이 주어진 단어 쌍과 가장 유사한 관계를 가진 
단어 쌍을 고르시오. [11-15]

11. unity : cohesion ::
① reunion : complexity ② uniformity : diversity
③ brevity : extension ④ dearth : scarcity

12. tiptoe : walk ::  
① torso : run ② flat : spread
③ shelf : build ④ doze : sleep

13. perennial : continual ::
① annual : yearly ② diurnal : nocturnal
③ garnish : cultivate ④ contribute : depend

14. mural : wall ::
① pavement : gravestone ② lean : body
③ inscription : plaque ④ stutter : speech

15. dither : settle ::
① display : exhibit ② content : dissatisfied
③ differentiate : distinguish ④ wither : decay

정답 오답 무응답
Part I (10문항)   +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part II (5문항)   +3.8 점 -0.95 점 0 점
Part III (15문항)   +3.2 점 -0.80 점 0 점
Part IV (15문항)   +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part V (15문항)   +4.2 점 -1.05 점 0 점

[보기]    night : moon ::
 ① shadow : light    ② moon : star
 ③ day : sun         ④ ray : laser 

         정답은 ③번입니다. 
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Part III. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 표현을 고르
시오. [16-30] 

16. Designed to be used together, the books cover the 
four skills while helping students develop the confidence   
            in their education. 
① what they need to be excelled 
② what they need excel 
③ they need to excel
④ they are needed to excelled 

17.               in that its structure is much less linear. 
① Hypertext differs from printed text  
② Hypertexts are different with print texts 
③ A hypertext differ from a printing text 
④ Hypered text is different with printed text 

18. When students go into a dictionary to verify or to 
determine a precise definition,            need supervision 
to make good decisions.  
① oftener than they do not 
② more often than not they 
③ so often as not they
④ as they often not 

19.             indeed to live in the most diverse, dynamic 
and beautiful state in the entire nation. 
① What a fortunate person are we   
② What fortunate person we are 
③ How a fortunate are we 
④ How fortunate we are 

20. I told the grand jury today, and I say to you now, that  
              to lie, to hide or destroy evidence, or to 
take any other unlawful action. 
① did not ask no one at any time
② at any time did I not ask anyone 
③ asked no one at no time 
④ at no time did I ask anyone 

21. The earliest known document               Geoffrey 
Chaucer is a fragmentary household account book dated 
between 1356 and 1359. 
① bears the name for 
② that bears the name of 
③ bearing that the name of 
④ which bears with the name for 

22. In the late 1980s, increased trade accounted for well   
              in the United States. 
① over half of the new jobs  ② over half a new job  
③ half over a new jobs ④ the new jobs of over half 

23.              , there are opportunities to enhance your 
education.
① Live stream and demand-on classes 
② Living stream and demanding-on classes
③ Between live-on stream and demanding classes 
④ Between live stream and on-demand classes 

24. Many students have a difficult time         , especially 
if they believe the information is general knowledge. 
① knowing when to use a citation 
② when they know to use citation 
③ to know when using citation 
④ with knowing when a citation used 

25.              the language is the unsettling social 
syntax in America.  
① Puzzling and complicating more than 
② Rather puzzled and complicated than 
③ More puzzling and complicated than
④ Puzzled and complicating rather than 

26. Mother Nature behaved            , but human nature 
never fails to surprise. 
① as everyone warned one day she would 
② if anyone warn some day it should 
③ since no one had warned one day he could 
④ for everyone warn some day may

27.             so that our team can enjoy some downtime 
and recharge their batteries getting ready for 2021. 
① Our hours will be abbreviated 
② Our hours had abbreviated 
③ We will be abbreviated our hours 
④ We abbreviates our hours 

28. In the nuclear era, revenge may             of redress 
and self-gratification to be endured.
① too be a hairy form ② be too hairy a form 
③ too a hairy form be ④ be a hairy too form

29. Now she must take care of her father                 .  
① that she was his parents ② whose was her parents
③ as if she were his parent ④ who were her parent 
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30. A war specialist insisted that all the war horses which 
took part in that battle                . 
① should have been stallions ② might as well be stallion
③ were a stallions ④ has been stallion 

Part IV. 다음 밑줄 친 부분 중 틀린 것을 고르시오. [31-45]

31. The French government's ban, introducing on Sunday,  
                                         ①  
has now been eased to allow French citizens and British   
                  ②
nationals living in France to travel.
           ③                 ④
            
32. These patches of old-growth heritage trees are         
                               ①                            
believed to bring from prosperity and good health          
   ②                       ③                     
to the communities that protect them.
         ④

33. These thin pancakes are a cinch to make and          
                                       ①          ②   
wonderful buttery, as the name suggests.
   ③                               ④

34. The highly informative book is itself a product of — and 
          ①                        ②
a contribution — this cumulative culture. 
      ③                   ④   

35. The team overcame deficit that often reached double   
                            ①
digits and was still 12 points midway through the third 
  ②                             ③                   ④
quarter.

36. After finding success in the worlds of entertainment,   
            ①
publish and entrepreneurship, they felt the need to build   
   ②                                             ③
something their whole family could own for years to come. 
                                                      ④

37. Not surprisingly many people live in apartments than   
     ①                ②               ③ 
ever before. 
 ④

38. Scammers will send fake text messages to trick you    
                            ①
to giving them your personal information, such as your    
②                                               ③
password and bank account number.
                        ④ 

39. Finnish architecture Alvar Aalto planned much of the  
                 ①                              ②
modern city, including roads, in the shape of reindeer     
                   ③                                     
antlers. 
  ④

40. A handful of movie theaters have already gone dark   
        ①                                            ②
permanently, and 70% of small ones are at the risk of     
                                                    ③
shutting down without federal aid.
                            ④

41. The practice should create some psychological space
                                                       ①
away from potentially distracting feelings while remind us 
                           ②                      ③
of the behaviors we want to emulate.
                                ④

42. This player cuts out a misplaced throw-in, turned smartly 
                   ①         ②                       ③ 
and produced a smooth pirouette to start a break from deep 
                                            ④   
in the Manchester United half.  

43. Britain and the European Union struck a free-trade 
                                         ① 
deal Thursday that should avert economic chaos and bring 
                             ②
a measure of certainty for businesses after year of Brexit 
      ③                                      ④
turmoil.

44. An American borne in 2020 has an average life        
                       ①                          ②
expectancy of 79.1 years, but this can vary widely from place 
                                             ③
to place across the country.
           ④
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45. Hope that widespread vaccinations will nurse the       
                      ①
economy back to some semblance of normal have been a  
                             ②                  ③
big reason for this decision.
        ④

Part V. 주어진 글을 읽고 물음에 가장 알맞은 답을 고르시오. 
[46-60] 

[46-48]
Imposter syndrome is a psychological pattern in 

which an individual doubts their accomplishments both in 
the classroom and in the workplace and has a persistent 
internalized fear of being exposed as a fraud. Despite   
(A)              evidence of their competence, those 
experiencing this phenomenon remain convinced that they 
are frauds and do not deserve all they have achieved. 
Individuals with impostorism incorrectly attribute their 
success to luck or regard it as a result of deceiving 
others into thinking they are more intelligent than they 
perceive themselves to be. [1] While early research 
focused on the prevalence among high-achieving women, 
impostor syndrome has been recognized to affect both 
men and women equally. [2] 

The term imposter phenomenon was introduced in 
1978 by Dr. Pauline R. Clance and Dr. Suzanne A. Imes. 
They defined impostor phenomenon as an individual 
experience of self-perceived intellectual phoniness or 
fraud. The researchers investigated the prevalence of this 
internal experience by interviewing a sample of 150 
high-achieving women. [3] Despite the consistent evidence 
of external validation, these women lacked the internal 
acknowledgement of their accomplishments. The 
participants explained how their success was a result of 
luck while others overestimated their intelligence and 
abilities. Clance and Imes believed that this mental 
framework for impostor phenomenon developed from 
factors such as gender stereotypes, early family dynamics, 
culture, and attribution style. The researchers determined 
that the women who experienced impostor phenomenon 
displayed symptoms related to depression, generalized 
anxiety, and low self-confidence. [4]

46. Which of the following is most suitable for Blank (A)?
① external ② fictitious
③ constitutional ④ intestine 

47. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below? 

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]
 
48. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true? 
① Impostor syndrome is caused by co-workers' doubts 
about high-achieving women. 
② Men as well as women can experience impostor 
phenomenon.  
③ All of the 150 high-achieving female participants 
overcame the syndrome. 
④ Those with high-self confidence tend to develop  
impostorism. 

[49-52]
[1] After famine, humanity's second great enemy 

was plagues and infectious diseases. Bustling cities linked 
by a ceaseless stream of merchants, officials and pilgrims 
were both the bedrock of human civilization and an ideal 
breeding ground for pathogens. People consequently lived 
their lives in ancient Athens or medieval Florence knowing 
that they might fall ill and die next week, or that an 
epidemic might suddenly erupt and destroy their entire 
family in one swoop. 

The most famous outbreak, the so-called Black 
Death, began in the 1330s, somewhere in East or Central 
Asia, when the flea-dwelling bacterium Yersinia pestis 
started infecting humans bitten by the fleas. [2] From 
there, riding on an army of rats and fleas, the plague 
quickly spread all over Asia, Europe and North Africa, 
taking less than twenty years to reach the shores of the 
Atlantic Ocean. [3] Between 75 million and 200 million 
people died. In England, four out of ten people died. The 
city of Florence lost 50,000 of its 100,000 inhabitants.

[4] Except for organizing mass prayers and 
processions, they had no idea how to stop the spread of 
the epidemic, (A)               how to cure it. Until the 
modern era, humans blamed diseases on bad air, 
malicious demons and angry gods, and did not suspect 
the existence of bacteria and viruses. People readily 
believed in angels and fairies, but they could not imagine 
that a tiny flea or a single drop of water might contain an 
entire armada of deadly predators.

All of the participants had been formally recognized 
for their professional excellence by colleagues, and 
had displayed academic achievement through degrees 
earned and standardized testing scores.
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49. Which of the following is most appropriate to describe 
the purpose of the author?
① to admire ② to encourage
③ to persuade ④ to inform

50. Which of the following is most suitable for Blank (A)?
① only alone   ② let alone
③ rather than ④ more than

51. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below?

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

52. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① Half of the inhabitants died of the Black Death in the 
city of Florence.
② The most serious challenge faced by humanity was 
plagues and infectious diseases.
③ The so-called Black Death originated from humans 
bitten by rats.
④ Until the modern era, people were suspicious of the 
existence of angels and fairies.

[53-56]
In May, when the first monsoon rains sweep across 

the mountainous province of Yunnan, foragers throng to 
damp forests to hunt for wild mushrooms. Grandmothers 
strap wicker baskets to their backs, wielding sticks with 
which to rake the forest floor and hook wild mushrooms. 
Joining them at first light are local chefs, village children 
and their parents, and some migrant workers from 
far-flung coastal factories.

Thousands of Yunnanese families earn much of 
their living from the wild-fungi season, which runs until 
October. The 160,000 tons they collect annually in the 
poor south-western province generate income of about 10 
billion yuan ($1.4 billion). The most valuable ones end up 
on posh dinner plates abroad, from Italian porcini to 
meaty matsutake, prized by South Koreans and Japanese. 
Trains are commandeered to get the mushrooms from 
basket to banquet in under 30 hours. A rail service 
launched last year has been dubbed the "high-speed 
matsutake express." Whatever is not sold fresh is 
air-dried, frozen or made into a relish.

In the summer, a forager can make 4,000 yuan a 
month from scouring the hills. In protected forests, where 
collecting is limited to local families, and so competition is 
less fierce, a hunter’s monthly take can reach 10,000 
yuan. Among the most  (A)               types are "goat 
belly" mushrooms, which can fetch up to 1,000 yuan per 
kilo when they appear later in the season.

53. Which of the following is most appropriate for Blank 
(A)?
① lax ② cumbersome
③ egregious ④ coveted

54. According to the passage, why is the newly launched 
rail service named "high-speed matsutake express"?
① The rail service specializes in delivering matsutake, a 
mushroom prized by South Koreans and Japanese.
② The rail service delivers mushrooms from the Yunnan 
forests to customers in under 30 hours.
③ The rail service is faster than Yunnan’s old rail 
service, which was named after a less sought-after 
mushroom.
④ The rail service runs only during the wild-fungi 
season, when matsutake mushrooms are harvested.

55. Which of the following is true about the Yunnan 
Province?
① It has coastal ports that connect to the overseas 
market in Europe and Asia.
② The mushroom industry makes it one of the wealthiest 
provinces in China.
③ It has consistent precipitation throughout the year, 
providing the perfect climate for mushroom growth.
④ The locals have exclusive access to collect mushrooms 
in the protected forests.

56. According to the passage, which of the following is 
NOT true?
① The wild fungi season in Yunnan province runs from 
May to October.
② Some mushrooms harvested during the wild-fungi 
season are not sold fresh.
③ Only locals are allowed to collect mushrooms in 
Yunnan Province.
④ Mushrooms collected in the forest can be shipped on 
high-speed trains.

The authorities were completely helpless in the face 
of the calamity. 
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[57-60]
In 1100, Henry I of England issued an edict that 

taxes could only be paid using tallies ― wooden sticks 
cleaved in half between debtor and creditor. The sum of 
money was to be represented by a carefully prescribed 
abacus of notches of various sizes. For the next seven 
centuries, wood passed as proxy for money and the 
English even evolved a sophisticated system of government 
financing based around tallies. 

When it comes to the seemingly modern 
phenomenon of Bitcoin, the lessons are educational. 
Bitcoin supporters are everywhere. They invoke the 
arguments of Austrian economist, Friedrich Hayek, who 
noted that if given a choice, people would choose those 
currencies that retained their value best and were least 
subject to the (A)               of errant policymakers. 

Certainly, in an era where trust in the traditional 
monetary system has been shaken, Bitcoins' limited supply 
and freedom from human interference are powerful assets. 
They have transformed what was an interesting intellectual 
experiment into a living economy. 

But history tells us that is not enough to create a 
sustainable currency. The reason is simple. Money retains 
its meaning through the polyglot of social interactions ―
status, social conformity and human behavior ― that it 
encodes. Without the trust born of these, no medium of 
exchange can exist. Even when two nations trade, the 
money exchanged needs to be credible and convertible. 
That is why countries use U.S. dollars rather than their 
own currencies for many transactions. 

57. Which of the following is most appropriate for the 
passage to appear in? 
① a construction pamphlet 
② a financial magazine
③ a brochure on foreign policy
④ a real estate review

58. Which of the following is the closest in meaning to 
cleaved?
① lifted          ② adhered
③ clenched           ④ split

59. Which of the following is most appropriate for Blank 
(A)?
① whims ② gill
③ gaits ④ vine

60. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① In many transactions between countries, U.S. dollars 
are used because of their credibility. 
② The English had a sophisticated system of government 
financing before tallies were used.
③ Bitcoin is a sustainable currency because of its limitless 
supply. 
④ In trade between two nations, the tallies exchanged are 
always credible. 


